
U.S. Liberal Jews Continue to
Support Obama, Abandon Israel
Barack  Obama  pledged  on  the  campaign  trail  in  2008  “to
fundamentally  transform”  the  United  States,  and  perhaps
consistent with that promise his presidency has been marked by
a  transformative  indifference  to  legal  process  and
constitutional  procedure.   He  most  recently  showed  his
disregard for the system of checks and balances by cajoling
Congress  to  endorse  his  Iran  deal  despite  the  American
public’s  overwhelming  disapproval.   He  did  so  by
misrepresenting the goal of preventing a nuclear Iran, failing
to  disclose  side  deals  that  make  substantive  enforcement
unlikely and effective monitoring impossible, and mustering
his  partisan  lackeys  in  the  Senate  to  block  a  Republican
resolution  disapproving  the  deal  –  even  as  many  of  them
acknowledged that Iran would certainly violate it.

Though establishment Jewish organizations condemned it, the
sad  reality  is  that  many  American  Jews  –  including  the
majority of Congressional Jewish Democrats – supported the
deal,  just  as  they  have  supported  the  most  anti-Israel
president ever to occupy the White House.  The truth is that
unified Jewish opposition by itself could not have defeated
the deal; Jews have neither the numbers nor power to sway
Congress, despite what conspiracy theorists might say about
pervasive Jewish influence.  However, the goal of opposing the
deal was not simply to defeat it, but to avoid giving the
Jewish stamp of approval to a foreign policy that contravenes
US interests and poses a genocidal threat to Israel and her
people. 

Unfortunately,  attempts  to  withhold  Jewish  imprimatur  were
dashed by liberals whose support was used to bless the deal
and validate the administration’s ridiculous claims that it
will somehow bolster Israeli security and regional stability. 
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Jewish proponents seemed unmoved by Iran’s continuing anti-
American rhetoric and threats to annihilate Israel; and some
of  them  even  mocked  Israel’s  existential  concerns  as
overreactions.

No matter how often Obama excuses Islamists, insults Israel,
or  spits  in  the  face  of  Jewish  history,  progressive  Jews
continue  to  support  him  with  Pavlovian  devotion.   And  in
justifying his corrosive Mideast policies, they demean Jewish
historical rights and national aspirations – often repeating
anti-Semitic slanders that have been embraced by the political
left…
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